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Why NoiseBoys? 

We recognise that you have a wide and not particularly easy choice when it comes to choosing an audio, lighting or AV supplier. There are lots of 
companies out there, many of whom are doing a great job, and asking two or three of them to quote often returns some very different options. Here’s a 

few (hopefully helpful) reasons why we’d love you to choose us: 

We’re committed to the church.  

- We love the church, we get the way it works and we understand the very unique needs that it has. If you want to play drums and electric 
guitars in a building that was designed to amplify choral works, we can help. If you want to deliver a clear message to the whole congregation, 

we know how, and if you want the focus to be where it should be rather than on poor sound or distracting technology, you can be reassured 

that we’ve helped many churches achieve that before. 

We know a thing or two.  

- We’ve spent most of our working lives in and around sound, lighting and AV, working for many big names and brands in a professional 
capacity, so we know what works and what doesn’t when it counts. 

Everything is bespoke.  

- From the design of the system to the selection and placement of the speakers to the training we provide with everything we do, we tailor 
everything to your church, your building and your team, in order that you can get the best results week in, week out, no matter what the 

technical skill level is in your church. 

We stick around.  

- We know - we’re not the most local to you - but that doesn’t alter our commitment to you after all is installed. We believe that everything is 

easier when it’s based on relationship, which is why we get on so well with a great many of our previous customers long after we’ve installed 
their systems. Training is a big passion of ours, and we love to see people given the tools - both physical and educational - to serve the bigger 

visions and purposes in their churches.
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Speaker System Design 
We have designed a sound system based on small, high quality speakers that are akin to the excellent-but-now-defunct Nexo speakers at 
the front of the church. Made by a company called Martin Audio, these new speakers have an excellent heritage of UK- design and 

manufacture since the 1960s. (It is a Martin Audio speaker system that powers the Pyramid Stage at Glastonbury every year for instance…
albeit a larger one!)  

The discreet, install-specific range of speakers specified here offers excellent clarity, fullness of sound and a smoothness through all volume 

levels, making them very easy to get a great mix out of, be it immersive live music or natural, clear speech. This system will have two main 
speakers at the front of the Nave, two time-delayed speakers to fill-in further down the church and two smaller speakers in each side-aisle. 

In addition there will be some matching speakers for the choir, and two subwoofers to fill out the bass frequencies, all-in-all creating a 
system that is consistent in volume and clarity throughout the church. 

We note the suggestion of using a line-array instead of a distributed system. Although we could supply a line array, we have serious 
reservations about using such a system in the church. Line-array technology is designed to throw sound a long distance from a single point - 

you will have seen it as the ‘banana’ shaped  hangs of speakers commonly used at festivals and large gigs. The primary reason that line array 
is used is to get reasonably loud sound coverage of a large space quickly - an important factor in temporary event use. In an installed 

situation, speed of setup isn’t an issue, rather sound that is matched and suited to the room is. This is where the advantage of using line 

array in a large open space becomes its disadvantage in a room like a traditional church building - that is, it creates a lot of sound energy 
from a single point. Outside, that sound energy spreads over a wide open area, meaning that a whole field can be covered form a single 

speaker position. Inside, that same high-energy sound soon meets hard walls and ceilings and floors, creating unwanted high-energy 
reverberations and reflections (especially if those surfaces are made of stone) that, in a church, result in muddy, indistinct and very uneven 

sound across the congregational area.  

Instead, a distributed system of single smaller speakers is the way to go in highly reverberant spaces. Only having to cover its own local 
small area, each speaker can be run at lower energy and lower-volume, meaning a less reverberant, more controlled, more even sound 

overall.
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Control 
For control of the audio we have specified an Allen & Heath SQ5 digital sound desk. One of the most 

recent digital desks to enter the market from the appropriately Cornwall-based manufacturer, the 

SQ series is the most fully-featured yet easy-to-learn range of desks available in its mid-spec price 
point. 

Up to 48 channels of inputs, can be mixed on the SQ5, with 16 inputs and 12 outputs on the desk 
itself. Combined with the 24-input, 12-output digital stagebox also included here, the desk should 

cater for all eventualities at St. Kea. As the 24/12 stagebox represents the best value for money 

in the range, we have also included two 8-way analogue XLR looms for distributing inputs 
around the band area. 

There is a free app for iPad and Android tablets that allows wireless control of the desk too, 
freeing the sound engineer from the desk and allowing them to mix from within the 

congregation if they like. 

Microphones 
As requested, included here is a scaled-down but capable drum mic set of two 
overheads and a kick drum mic. Whilst there is actually not much difference in price 

between these three mics and a drum mic set (the sets are discounted), the microphones here are of a superior quality. Also included are some quality 
condenser pencil-style instrument microphones. A single Audio Technica wireless hand-held microphone system and two belt-pack systems with headset 

microphones are also included, along with an antennae distribution system to ensure strong radio signal reception throughout the church.
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Screens 
Similarly to the audio design, we propose several screens distributed around the church to replace 
the single large projection screen. These screens will be mounted on poles from the wooden ceiling, 

which will allow them to be positioned at the edges of the Nave and side aisles whilst avoiding fixings 

in the stonework. Two 55-inch screens will serve the front of the Nave, with two 48-inch repeater 
screens further back, and one 48-inch screen for the south transept plus one for visual fold-back for 

the band and service leaders.  

Each screen will be fed via digital signal convertors to allow the HDMI signal to run the long distances 

required with no degradation or loss of quality. 

A single HDMI plug-in point is allowed for here, providing content from a single computer location, 
however more plug-in points around the church can be added if necessary, with the ability to switch 

between each as required. 

Proposed hanging arrangement for screens
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Qty Description

2 Martin Audio CDD8 main front speakers with wall brackets

2 Martin Audio CDD6 speakers nave delays with wall brackets

6 Martin Audio CDD5 small distributed speakers for side aisle and chancel, with wall brackets

1 Martin Audio CSX212 dual 12-inch sub bass speaker

5 Crown digital amplifiers for above speakers

1 Speaker controller

1 Allen and Heath SQ5 digital mixer

1 24/12 digital stage box

1 Wired in-ear monitoring package for six different in-ear mixes. Input and headphone extension cables included, in-ear monitors not included.

2 10m, 8-way XLR looms for extending from stage box neatly

2 Audio Technica 3000 series radio microphones with body-packs and quality slimline AT headmics

1 Audio Technica 3000 series handheld radio microphone with condenser or dynamic capsule

1 Audio Technica antenna distribution system for radio mics to ensure the best coverage

2 AT 2031 cardioid condenser pencil microphone suitable for instrument use

1 Drum kit package - 2x 2031 pencil condenser overhead mics and one AT250 kick drum mic

2 55’ displays inc bracketry

4 48’ displays inc bracketry

1 Digital HD (1080p) signal distribution to all screens

1 Design, installation, commissioning and training

Sub Total £24,740.37

VAT £4,948.07

Total £29,688.44
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Contact Us 

We hope that we have interpreted your needs correctly. If we haven’t, or we’ve forgotten anything please let us know and we’ll amend the quote as 
necessary. 

If you’d like to go ahead with the quote and book an installation date, if there’s something you’d like to change or if there’s anything else that you’d like to 
know, please don’t hesitate to contact us directly using the details below.

NoiseBoys Contact; Phill Beynon

Office Number; 014 5555 0800

Mobile Number; 07803050612

Email Address; phill@noiseboys.co.uk

Proposal Date; 15th January 2019

Proposal Reference; Q-879/880

mailto:phill@noiseboys.co.uk
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‣ The prices in this quotation are valid for 30 days. Whilst we will do our best to hold these prices for as long as we can, the pace of change, 

manufacturing and importation costs of technology products such as in this proposal mean that the prices are sometimes volatile and prone to 

change at short notice. 

‣ If the quote is to supply only (no installation), payment must be cleared before the products are released unless a pre-arranged credit 

arrangement is in place. 

‣ If NoiseBoys are to provide installation, this pricing assumes that an electricity supply will be in place at all relevant points of the installation. 

We can provide an electricity supply if required, but at further cost. 

‣ If NoiseBoys are to provide installation, the quote assumes that all activities will be cleared to allow our installers full access to all required 

areas from 9am - 6pm on all pre-agreed days of installation. Please note that this is not only for us to be able to deliver the installation on time, 

but also to ensure the safety of others who may otherwise be present in the environment. The installation costs listed here will rise if 

significant delays over which we have no control are incurred. 

‣ We specify high quality equipment and cabling in every instance. We don’t believe in the false economy of low-grade equipment and expect 

our components and installations to last accordingly. As such we provide good warranties on all equipment and installation work, as well as a 

range of maintenance contracts to ensure that everything is kept in the best condition for years to come. 

‣ Our standard payment terms (unless otherwise arranged in exceptional circumstances) are as follows: 

- 50% of the total due at the point of order placement (following this point there will be a lead-time of ordering and designing, the length 

of which will be advised upon ordering), 

- 50% payment made on the final day of installation/hand-over
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